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Carry a
Journal
Everywhere
You Go
Next to your bed, inside your bed, in
your car, wherever you find yourself,
keep a journal and pen within reach.
Para siempre. Always.
“Poems arrive,” opens my book poemcrazy. And
poems keep arriving if the right pen rolls nearby, even
on the dashboard of your car. Though I dictate into
my phone now and then, meandering with words in
my journal delights me most. I loop black ink onto a
page.
“Dip into dark places to bring things to light,” I jotted
mid-phone conversation about manic depression last
week. Later I noted, “roof shingle frost dissolved,” on
my balcony. Simple words that bring joy and may lead
into a poem.
At dawn, when I’m barely awake, my journal welcomes fearless recklessness. Sloppiness. Freedom.
I slip words past inner and outer criticism, scrawl
them into my source book, urtext, rough and hidden
journal. Anywhere, anytime, a line may arise and my
journal helps me catch it. This morning, “chance of
bumbleberries. Chance of thimbleberries.” I fell back
asleep rather than follow these openings.
Recently I woke up with, “The moon dressed me/ in
low black and brown this morning/ low like a sound/
animals in a field.” I caught an unexpected, still
emerging poem carrying me to the impending death
of my mother.
Another dawn I scrawled, “Writing with Gary Snyder
in my Sleep.” (Forgive me Gary!):
“We piled words on a glass table
after a talk on breaking
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by SUSAN WOOLDRIDGE, author of poemcrazy

phones dangling like walkie-talkies.
….we set words on a bit of grit
like a stack of hats ready to topple…”
At the heart of each poem is mystery of the self. We
can be work-shop flattened to suspect our mystery
may be less profound than another’s. Heavens! Soul
is soul. Because I began my journal at thirteen, I
never worried about value or whether my words were
prose or fiction or nonfiction or poetry. All forms (like
journal-ism) best cover: who/what/where/when. And
help us see.
My journal helps me slow down to see, allows me to
write my way through things, and provides shelter
where I may coax forth poems free of scrutiny. Paradox: only in such a field of safety can I dare, risk-fly,
and sometimes push poems to a point of discovery.
My new moon poem unexpectedly led me to my dissolving mother. I followed the (unfinished) poem in
my journal and into my laptop, closing,
nearing a century old
in her own blur, weary,
roses out her window,
fading, dressed,
undressed, by our invisible
new moon.
When I began to scribble my poemcrazy chapter “The
Blue Socks” into my journal, I had no idea why I felt
compelled to write about skinny socks my brother
and parents hid back and forth in each others’ worlds
for years. The prose-poem “Blue Socks” chapter zigzagged forth to reveal how ugly blue socks connected
my parents and brother for years in the profound, silent way a poem connects us inside and out as words
become more than words.
When a poem or chapter wants to come forth I sense
a hum in something around me. Socks. A blue shirt.

A night window. Pam Houston calls it a glint (or did she say glimmer?). Her words rest
somewhere in journal notes. At a reading recently I noted that, for poet Matthew Zapruder, an “impulse” leads to a poem. “An electrical charge.”
Carry a journal everywhere you go. Not just when you travel. Forget your summer in
Venice. Forget about catching up. Start with now. Take notes. Listen for the hum. The
glimmer. An impulse. Forget the outside world. Catch emerging words and begin to
guide them into form, or not. Write into discovery. An act of love. Enjoy.
LEARN MORE

and

Find the Ache Let It Sing
by TYLER KNOTT GREGSON, author of Wildly Into the Dark

I’ve been asked before, many times by many people
in many different places, two questions that seem to
pop up time and again: What is poetry to you, and
what is your process for writing it? We are seekers,
human beings, and we
seek to understand all
we cannot comprehend
and make sense of. We
wish to know what sets
apart two souls, when we
are inherently so similar. Why
can one woman sing, whilst
the other cannot breathe a
note in tune? Why can some
people take the same twenty-six
letters we all have access to, and
make them dance together,
whilst others have no desire
to do so? What is poetry to you, and what is
your process for writing it, two questions repeated a
hundred times over, and the answers always stay the
same.
I wrote once, in response to the first question, that
poetry was “taking an ache, and making it sing.” To
this day, I do not know if I could describe it for myself
in a more accurate or honest way. It’s this answer that
explains and answers the second question, and it’s
always been this way. For me, poetry is doing exactly
that: finding the ache in yourself, illuminating it, and
doing your damnedest to make it sing, to infuse it
with some form of beauty, some truth that has been
buried too long inside yourself. The fact is, we are
filled with aches, all of us, for dozens of reasons,
some more painful than the rest. I have always seen
art as the translation of those aches, the physical and

tangible embodiment of those rattling pieces inside
our chests, our hearts, or our souls. Painters get color,
they get shading and use of light; sculptors get clay,
they get marble or wood or molten brass to cast their
aches; photographers chase light and do their best
to capture it. Poets, poets get letters, the same we
all have access to, and they marry those to others
to create words, pairing those to create sentences,
paragraphs…stories.
Poetry is the singing of my aching, the harmony created when I stop fighting the melancholy or nostalgia,
the suffering or sorrow, the sweet pang of joy, and let
it have a voice of its own. This is what poetry is to me,
and this is my process. Find the ache, and rather than
ignoring it, sinking deeper into it. Exploring it. Loving
it with a purity and simplicity that lets you truly know
and understand the reason behind it, the depth it
lives in you, and the attention it deserves. Once there,
my only job is to translate the voice it has always
had, to do my best to take those twenty-six letters
and shape them, sculpt them, photograph them, into
something that sounds and feels the same as it always
has to me. I have no rituals other than this, I have no
methods or tricks, no wise sage
advice for how to bring forth
and deliver the letters from an
unseen place. I find the ache,
and I listen, with all my heart,
for what it means to me the
most. I listen, and then do my
best to let it sing.

L EA RN MO R E
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There’s no
such thing
as writer’s
block
Without fail, every few weeks or so,
a poet I know will tell me that they
are suffering from writer’s block.
Writer’s block. I know you’ve heard of it -- that odd
flu passed freely among people who write. It’s the
demented peacock writers keep under their desk,
threatening all the time to come out from its hiding
and wreak havoc on a writer’s dreams that their best
work is yet to come. As his pointy teeth gleam, so
does a poet’s light of hope for immortality threaten to
burn out. It’s a classic anxiety dream. But in real time.
With no spiritual Xanax to combat it.
I’m here today to tell you not to fear
-- that peacock belongs in the book
of nightmares along with your other
futile dreams of never finding true
love. Because, quite frankly, writer’s
block just doesn’t exist.
That’s a pretty annoying thing for me
to say, I know, but please don’t wave
your peacock feathers at me in protest.
I get it. Sometimes it’s good to be thankful that we create at all. After all, we
haven’t yet figured out why we feel this
ferocious compulsion to keep making
words new again. We haven’t yet fully answered why the creation of novel language
is so important to being human. But maybe our
fear of not being able to write new words is part of
our hunches that writing might actually be a purposeless endeavor. Whatever the case, let’s leave it all at
the door when we write. Sorry, peacock. You’re useless.
I am a poet so I view writer’s block mostly in the con-
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by DOROTHEA LASKY, author of Rome

text of poetry. For poets, most of the time, writer’s
block means that you are trying to write a particular
poem and it just isn’t coming out quite the way you
expected it to.
I mean to note the word particular. Because the truth
is anyone can write a poem at any point. That’s the
beauty of poetry. It exists in every moment and is for
everyone. Part of why this is the case is that poems
allow us to express wholly new language and because
there is no such thing as a bad poem. As a reader I
can have definite ideas about whether or not I like
a poem, so I might not be an ideal reader for every
poem. But the world is made up of readers. And
chances are, every poem you write will find
its ideal reader one day. Just like true love.
It’s in this way that no poem is ever bad.
When poets get blocked it’s usually
because they want to write about
something, especially something
that matters. But anyone who’s
tapped into the blood root of
poetry knows that you can’t order a
poem around. As cliché as it sounds,
poetry is a calling. You can access it
at any time, but you can’t control it.
You’ve got to have a little respect for
poems if you want to be a poet. Otherwise
they will leave you with the deepest and
loneliest silence imaginable.
Trying to write a poem about something
or have it mean something is toxic for writing
poetry. For example, there may be a world issue that
keeps you up at night (and certainly lately there have
been many for all of us) and as a poet, it may seem
like the right thing to do is to write a poem about it.
Or you may want to write a poem for your grandma,
to tell her how much she means to you. Or you may
be asked by a boat enthusiast to write a poem about

boats. These are all the grand duties of us poets. But
the problem is, as soon as you try to write about the
thing, the poem escapes you and you feel blocked.
Suddenly words fail your emotions. But words and
emotions have nothing to do with what’s blocking you.
What’s blocking you is your concept of what a poem
should be before it’s even had a chance of being.
Give new poems a chance. To get past the idea of
blocking, try to remember that your job as a poet is to
write, as Dickinson implores, towards the “truth” but
as it exists in a “slant.” Realize that everything around
you (your desk, the sun, your arms, your clothes, the
stop sign, your child, the painting at the dentist’s
office, the elevator, the couch, all those things on
the internet, your lover’s face, the dictionary) is just
waiting to be written about. When you feel blocked
because you are trying to write a poem about boats,
write a poem about an elevator instead. Either boats
will sneak their way into that poem or the act of
writing your elevator poem will loosen your brain to
write about boats later. Whatever you do, never force
yourself to write about or for something. Instead write
towards something. It’s just so much easier.

And lastly, remember your ideal
readers are everywhere, too
(although they may not be born
yet). And when you dream of
that devil peacock under your
desk, those readers are the
humans who will bring the magic
potion of their readership and
make those awful green feathers disappear forever. Because
when you realize how much your
readers love you, it’s no problem
writing towards them. So go do
it now. Begin.

L EA RN MO R E

If you still are skeptical about this idea, maybe think
of it instead that it’s not so much that writer’s block
doesn’t exist, but that you can conquer it. Think of
writing as a form of exercise practice, like running. If
you were training for a big race, you certainly wouldn’t
show up five minutes before race day without ever
having run before. You would need to train for weeks,
months, and undoubtedly, years before. It’s the same
with writing poems. To always be ready for the race
-- your great poem yet to be -- write everyday. About
whatever and everything that you can. Because you
never know when the race will happen and you need
to be ready to run when you hear that word, GO!

TO READ MORE
GREAT ARTICLES
ON WRITING,
VISIT
.com
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how to deal
with imposter
syndrome

by IAIN THOMAS, author of I Wrote This For You

In the dream, there is a knock at the door. It is late
at night, far too late for respectable visitors to be
knocking at the door. The knock comes again, louder,
insistent. I open the door. It is a motorcycle gang.
On their leather jackets, an embroidered badge says
“The Iowa Writers Workshop.” Behind the large one
in front, who has a Paris Review tattoo across his
knuckles, I can make out a funeral pyre composed
entirely of my poetry collections. “Ah,” I think to
myself, “that’s who’s been buying them then.” There
is a space on the funeral pyre clearly reserved for me.
One of them spits at me. Another hits me hard in
the face with The Times Literary Supplement. A third
reaches inside my top pocket and takes out my poetic
license, he struggles with the laminate for a little
while, finally succeeds in ripping it apart and throws
the pieces on the floor. Several of them jump up and
down on the remains in a kind of drunken jig. Then
I’m set on fire and everyone cheers.
Hooray!
When I was younger, I had this dream a lot because
(and this is my interpretation of it) I’ve never been
sure whether what I write is
poetry or if I have permission
to call what I do “Poetry” with
a capital “P.” I felt that, surely,
there must be some committee somewhere that says, “yes,
this is poetry,” or a secret club
that you’re ushered into, where
everyone wears polo-necks
and cigarettes don’t kill you.
It’s been a few years now and
I’ve looked and as near as I can
LEARN MORE
tell, that club doesn’t exist. Or I
haven’t found it if it does exist.
What I have found is a whole bunch of other poets
and you’ll be pleasantly surprised to discover that
we’re all buggering around in the dark, even if it looks
like some of us have found matches.
Secretly, I’m still slightly envious of every other poet I
meet because I’m convinced they’re writing for better
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reasons than me, that
they’re on some quest
I can’t quite understand
to expose the world to a
truth only they can see. But I try
to tell that voice in my head to quiet
down. I’ve made peace with the fact that the only
real altruistic, greater purpose my poetry serves is to
defeat a kind of loneliness that I think all of us have.
I write down what I feel, put it in a bottle, send it out
into the ocean and sometimes I get nothing back.
Other times, I wake up and the beach is littered with
bottles, and it is impossible to read the message in
each and every one.
With that in mind, the best advice I can give you is
this: Write what you want to write and keep writing
it. Obey only the great internal compass you were
given, it’s the only one like it, and it is the only thing
that can take you to where you’re supposed to go.
So, if you want to, break the words you’ve been
writing in two. Write in a language only you speak.
Write one word. Write a thousand. Cut them up and
glue them back together. Write on a blog or with a
quill. Or write something completely and astoundingly mundane and straightforward. Be as succinct or
obscure or as subtle as you want.
Because it. Does. Not. Matter.
You do not need permission to do great, amazing,
beautiful things with your writing (or indeed your life).
Your right to create poetry is something you give
yourself that no one can ever take away from you, unless you let them. It is up to you to reach out and do
the most beautiful, true thing you can do with words
and damn the rest. They don’t matter because poetry
belongs to the people who read it -- it is the name
people give to the powerful things that move them,
inspire them, and make them feel more human. It is
the name given to words that can’t be anything else.
Don’t wait for someone to validate you. Go and fearlessly write what matters. The late-night knock at the
door never comes.

Excerpt

i

On Perfectionism
by

Anne Lamott

i

“

Perfectionism is the voice of the oppressor, the enemy
of the people. It will keep you cramped and insane
your whole life, and it is the main obstacle between
you and a shitty first draft. I think perfectionism is
based on the obsessive belief that if you run carefully
enough, hitting each stepping-stone just right, you
won’t have to die. The truth is that you will die anyway
and that a lot of people who aren’t even looking at
their feet are going to do a whole lot better than you,
and have a lot more fun while they’re doing it.
Besides, perfectionism will ruin your writing, blocking
inventiveness and playfulness and life force (these are
words we are allowed to use in California). Perfectionism means that you try desperately not to leave so
much mess to clean up. But clutter and mess show
us that life is being lived. Clutter is wonderfully fertile
ground – you can still discover new treasures under
all those piles, clean things up, edit things out, fix
things, get a grip. Tidiness suggests that something is
as good as it’s going to get. Tidiness makes me think
of held breath, of suspended animation, while writing
needs to breathe and move.
When I was twenty-one, I had my tonsils removed. I
was one of those people who got strep throat every
few minutes, and my doctor finally decided that I
needed to have my tonsils taken out. For the entire
week afterward, swallowing hurt so much that I could
barely open my mouth for a straw. I had a prescription
for painkillers, though, and when they ran out but the
pain hadn’t, I called the nurse and said that she would
really need to send another prescription over, and
maybe a little mixed grill of drugs because I was also
feeling somewhat anxious. But she wouldn’t. I asked
to speak to her supervisor. She told me her supervisor was at lunch and that I needed to buy some gum,
of all things, and to chew it vigorously – the thought
of which made me clutch at my throat. She explained
that when we have a wound in our body, the nearby
muscles cramp around it to protect it from any more
violation and from infection, and that I would need to
use these muscles if I wanted them to relax again. So
finally my best friend Pammy went out and bought me
some gum, and I began to chew it, with great hostility
and skepticism. The first bites caused a ripping sensation in the back of my throat, but within minutes all
the pain was gone, permanently.
I think that something similar happens with our
psychic muscles. They cramp around our wounds
– the pain from our childhood, the losses and disappointments of adulthood, the humiliations suffered
in both – to keep us from getting hurt in the same
place again, to keep foreign substances out. So those
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wounds never have a chance to heal. Perfectionism is
one way our muscles cramp. In some cases we don’t
even know that the wounds and the cramping are
there, but both limit us. They keep us moving and
writing in tight, worried ways. They keep us standing
back or backing away from life, keep us from experiencing life in a naked and immediate way. So how do
we break through them and get on?
It’s easier if you believe in God, but not impossible if
you don’t. If you believe, then this God of yours might
be capable of relieving you of some of this perfectionism. Still, one of the most annoying things about
God is that he never just touches you with his magic
wand, like Glinda the Good, and gives you what you
want. Like it would be so much skin off his nose. But
he might give you the courage or the stamina to write
lots and lots of terrible first drafts, and then you’d
learn that good second drafts can spring from these,
and you’d see that big sloppy imperfect messes have
value. Now, it might be that your God is an uptight,
judgmental perfectionist, sort of like Bob Dole or, for
that matter, me. But a priest friend of mine has cautioned me away from the standard God of our childhoods, who loves and guides you and then, if you are
bad, roasts you: God as high school principal in a gray
suit who never remembered your name but is always
leafing unhappily through your files. If this is your God,
maybe you need to blend in the influence of someone
who is ever so slightly more amused by you, someone
less anal. David Byrne is good, for instance. Gracie Allen is good. Mr. Rogers will work.
If you don’t believe in God, it may help to remember
this great line of Geneen Roth’s: that awareness is
learning to keep yourself company. And then learn
to be more compassionate company, as if you were
somebody you are fond of and wish to encourage. I
doubt that you would read a close friend’s early efforts
and, in his or her presence, roll your eyes and snicker. I
doubt that you would pantomime sticking your finger
down your throat. I think you might say something
along the lines of, “Good for you. We can work out
some of the problems later, but for now, full steam
ahead!”
In any case, the bottom line is that if you want to
write, you get to, but you probably won’t be able to
get very far if you don’t start trying to get over your
perfectionism. You set out to tell a story of some sort,
to tell the truth as you feel it, because something
is calling you to do so. It calls you like the beckoning finger of smoke in cartoons that rises off the pie
cooling on the windowsill, slides under doors and into
mouse holes or into the nostrils of the sleeping man

or woman in the easy chair. Then the aromatic smoke
crooks its finger, and the mouse or the man or woman
rises and follows, nose in the air. But some days the
smoke is faint and you just have to follow it as best
you can, sniffing away. Still, even on those days, you
might notice how great perseverance feels. And the
next day the scent may seem stronger – or it may just
be that you are developing a quiet doggedness. This
is priceless. Perfectionism, on the other hand, will only
drive you mad.

go ahead and make big scrawls and mistakes. Use up
lots of paper. Perfectionism is a mean, frozen form
of idealism, while messes are the artist’s true friend.
What people somehow (inadvertently, I’m sure) forgot
to mention when we were children was that we need
to make messes in order to find out who we are and
why we are here – and, by extension, what we’re supposed to be writing.

”

Your day’s work might turn out to have been a mess.
So what? Vonnegut said, “When I write, I feel like an
armless legless man with a crayon in his mouth.” So
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From Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott. Copyright © 1994 by Anne Lamott. Reprinted by permission of Vintage, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday
Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.
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fragile shapes poetry
by OWEN SHEERS, author of Pink Mist

The best poems achieve their effect through a pattern of apparently contradictory simultaneous
processes: compression and expansion, the personal and universal, the lyrical and the narrative,
of sound and of shape. In such
a way, with a few words across a
short space of page, they have
the potential to transport a reader
a great emotional and intellectual
distance, again simultaneously.
It was this paradoxical equation of “less is more” that first
fascinated me as a young reader
of poetry. How did these poets,
using just twenty-six letters of the
English language and just a few
lines, change the weather in
my head and leave my
vision of the world
forever altered? The
answer to that question could fill a book
in itself but for me
it’s the simultaneous
nature of poetry that
would lie at the root of that
book. To be able to communicate
through image, sound, association, and, sometimes, on an
almost subterranean, instinctive
level through rhythm and rhyme,
makes for a particularly potent art
form.
The etymological root of the word
poetry comes from the Greek ‘to
make,’ and this is also key. A novel
may be crafted, as will a film or a
symphony -- but none of these is
crafted in such a small space and,
I’d argue, none are ever quite as
immediate or intimate as a good
poem. With poetry, especially the
lyric, first person poem, there is
no director, conductor, musician,
or even character between the
poet and the reader. There are
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just two people who have never
met, and never will, connected by
a fragile thread of words and all
they conjure. That fragility means
that the “true” poem is rare. But
that, for me, is also what makes
poetry so special. Take a wrong
step, move a fraction beyond the
orbit of the world conjured by
the poem, and it all falls apart. A
novel can take missteps, as can a
play, and still survive. But a poem?
Hardly ever.
The uniqueness of poetry
and its relationship with
language was demonstrated to me a few
years ago when
I took part in a
Hungarian/British
translation exchange.
British poets were translating Hungarian poets, and vice
versa. Many of the Hungarian
poets were professional translators. Some had recently translated
Austen, Dickens, and George
Eliot. Their spoken English was
perfect. Why, then, couldn’t
they translate their own poems?
Because of the unique demands
poetry makes upon language.
To quote the WWII poet Keith
Douglas, “My aim is to write true
things, significant things, in words
each of which works for its place
in the line.” Works for its place
in the line. That linguistic work is
multiple, taking in every aspect of
written and spoken language from
the sonic to the associative. As
such, to write poetry a poet needs
to know the language in which
they are writing deep in the marrow. The Welsh poet R.S. Thomas,
who learned Welsh as an adult,
wrote much of his prose in Welsh.
But his poetry? Always in his first
language, English.
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Everything above
refers to the “classic” idea of the
first person lyric poem that
has dominated so
much of 20th- and
21st-century poetry.
But what is so remarkable is that all of it
continues to apply when
poetry becomes more
dramatic, or when it is used as a
conduit for the voices of others.
There is a grafting of voices -- that
of the poet and those of their
characters or interview subjects,
but with that grafting there need
be no loosening of those simultaneous processes. Recently I’ve
experimented with this style of
“conduit” poetry on the page,
the stage, and even on screen. In
doing so it’s been an education to
discover just how robust a form
of writing it can be. That fragility
still applies to the composition,
but not, it seems, to the shape
it might take. And perhaps it’s
that word which is at the heart
of why that’s the case -- shape.
This, after all, is what poetry does
better than any other art form.
Create a shape for others to hold,
and therefore keep across several
senses at once -- in the moment
of reading or hearing and then
again resonating through their
experience of
the world.

L EA RN MO R E

the cat,
the mat,
and the rat
Hanging above my desk in New York is a framed
sheet of paper from a child’s exercise book. The paper is lined: It is the sort of ruled paper that children
use when they are learning how to write upper and
lower case letters. My daughter Rose was probably
about five when she wrote on it -- in pencil, so the attempt could be erased and repaired -- and it reads:
The cat sat on the mat.
The cat saw a rat.
So? I have this short poem over my desk (for poem
is what it is, or it may even be a story, or the beginning of one) because it reminds me -- as if I needed
reminding -- that indeed, what I have been trying to
do all my life is to rhyme cat and mat. And rat, perhaps. It is too easy to say that it gives me pleasure,
because it is more than that: Rhyme is for me a way
of hearing the world, and making it sensible. I am not
sure I could live as I am without it. I should make clear
what I mean by rhyme. By rhyme I mean rhyme in
the formal sense: that is, an end rhyme, in which the
ending of a line rhymes with the end of another line,
sometimes the next line, or the one after that. For
example, here is an example of a quatrain, or four-line
stanza, with two end rhymes. We call this an abab
rhyme scheme. It’s from Robert Frost’s “Neither Out
Far Nor In Deep.”
The people along the sand
All turn and look one way
They turn their back on the land
They look at the sea all day.
When I was a child, my father -- who was otherwise a
buttoned-up kind of person -- liked to sing folk songs
that he had learned when he was a boy at summer
camp.
Row, row, row your boat
Gently down the stream
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily,
Life is but a dream.
That’s an example of an abcb rhyme.

by CYNTHIA ZARIN, author of Orbit

Now, in my poems, while I use “end rhymes” less frequently now, I do often play with interior rhyme: The
rhymes float inside the poem. In this small excerpt,
from a poem called “Blue Vase,” the interior, dreamlike rhymes slip and slide like words heard inside a
dream. Or I hope they do! End rhymes, here, would
be too organized for that moment between sleeping
and waking:
Because you like to sleep with curtains drawn,
at dawn I rose and pulled the velvet tight.
You stirred, then set your hand back on my hip,
the bed a ship in sleep’s doubled plunging
wave on wave, until as though a lighthouse
beam had crossed the room: the vase between
the windows suddenly ablaze, a spirit,
seized, inside its amethyst blue gaze.
Almost all popular songs rhyme. Rhyme is about expectation. Our ear is waiting to hear what is coming.
In some of my poems I use end rhymes, and in others
I extend the idea of rhyme to include the precepts of
formal verse in general. Robert Frost said that “free
verse is like playing tennis without a net.” I am not
sure I would go that far, but I would agree with the
poet William Carlos Williams who said “being an art
form, verse cannot be free in the sense of having no
limitations or guiding principle.” For me, this boils
down to a clear sense that, in general, structure improves a poem. That can be a rhyme scheme, the use
of rhythm and meter, stanza length, syllabics (in which
each line has a specific number
of syllables), and so on.
A reason for this, for me, is that
it is fun -- a kind of game -- but a
more serious reason is that structure leads me to invention to say
things I didn’t know I would think
or write before the form asked
me to supply it. The cat sat on
the mat. But what about the rat?
Now, there’s a story.
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let go of
poetry’s parameters

by RODNEY JONES, author of Village Prodigies

When a poet starts to write something like fiction, it is
a long climb. Giving up first person autobiographical
point of view is the first step. And a hard one.
Coyote never howled nor dog barked in third-person.
But already I disagree with myself. My own dog, given
provocation, forms a deep third person growl, impersonating a much larger dog, sometimes lowering his
voice almost to wolf. And, at his most submissive, he
lapses into puppyhood with a votive yowl.
At such times, we are helpless
to convince him to employ his
god-given, first person voice. At
times, indeed, he does not seem
to wish to speak to us as much
as to be overheard, like a drunk
teenager describing a new car in
the next booth at Pizza Hut.
Nevertheless, I assume that he
is chiefly first person, with some
LEARN MORE
variations, just as I assume that
the dominant human discourse
is a narrative that includes among its dialogues such
moments of conversation as Principia Mathematica.
But it may be more useful to think of the poet, not as
a persona, but as a person in a booth; perhaps as a
person with an affectation; a person pacing around a
desk who pretends to be someone else -- and surely
a few poets actually gallop as they compose. Neither
should the other people in poems be mistaken for
themselves. They, too, are people in booths or underwater. When they come out of their booths and see
the poet who they assume wrote the offending poem,
they should try to avoid saying things like, “Son,
why in the hell did you write that poem about your
mother?” or “Mom, did you have to tell everyone
about my scrotum?” or “That is the last time I ever
show you my collection of shrunken heads.”
As for the elements of setting, farm implements, rutabagas, and the like, we should never mistake these
things for natural phenomenon. A pine tree can be
recast as a juniper in an eye blink. An umbrella stand
can morph into a spittoon. A dead possum on a road
can become a senator. A beach can transubstantiate
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from Honduras to Mozambique. If it is in a poem, it is,
of course, not a real beach, but a beach in a booth.
In the sixties and seventies, most of which took place
in the eighties in America, many had the idea that in
other countries, the speakers, things, and people in
poems were not in a booth. In such places, poetry
books sometimes sold hundreds of thousands of copies, but one could not help noticing that the poets,
once removed from booths, might be horse-whipped
or sent to prison.
Such political movements as feminism did much to
remove poets and poems from booths. Poems might
make a difference, people began to say. One did not
typically believe it, though at a funeral or in the aisle
of Kroger, one might be accosted by someone who
said, “Why did you write that poem about me?” when
the subject of the poem was not there in the aisle but
a person in a booth. In fictionalizing poetry, the poet
is trying to escape the booth.
The first step is being here. Those persons, places,
and things in front of you are real. Now imagine them
over time. Get over yourself.
Embrace omniscience. Being right is for others, and
they are wrong.

Excerpt

i

School of Verse
by

david orr

i

“

The difficulty of teaching poetry to a lay audience can
be summarized by a single, diabolical name: Robin
Williams. Williams, as you may recall, played the freethinking English teacher John Keating in the 1989
movie “Dead Poets Society,” a film that established
once and for all the connection between learning
about poems and killing yourself while wearing a silly
hat. In the movie’s first depiction of poetical pedagogy, Williams/Keating instructs his students to open
their textbook -- a dry, dully diagrammatic primer by
“Dr. J. Evans Pritchard” -- and then, with the insouciant panache of Lord Byron (or possibly Patch Adams),
tells them to rip out the introduction! Yes! Riiiip!
“Armies of academics going forward, measuring
poetry,” cries the righteous Keating. “No, we will not
have that here!” Instead, the class is told to embrace
a philosophy of “carpe diem,” and [sic transit] J.
Evans Pritchard. Significantly, however, while Keating
subsequently teaches his students how to stand on
their desks, how to kick a soccer ball with gusto, and
how to free-associate lamely about Walt Whitman (“a
sweaty-toothed madman with a stare that pounds my
brain!”), he’s never shown actually teaching them anything about the basics of form -- basics they’d need
to know in order to appreciate half the writers he’s
recommending.
This is to be expected. As Samuel Johnson put it over
250 years ago, anyone attempting to discuss “the
minuter parts of literature” usually ends up either
“frighting us with rugged science, or amusing us
with empty sound.” That is, in trying to avoid being
a technique-obsessed pedant (like Pritchard), the
teacher of poetry can easily become a slogan-spouting windbag (like Keating). Or vice versa. Seen in this
light, the famous text-ripping scene from “Dead Poets
Society” doesn’t show us a helpful new way of relating to poetry so much as the two standard, unhelpful
approaches colliding. Of course, this dilemma isn’t
unique to poetry. Any discipline with a complicated
set of rules -- baseball, for instance -- is equally vulnerable to being reduced to limp statistics or inflated into
a George F. Will column. But poetry has a problem
that baseball doesn’t: It exists both as an art and as
a metaphor for certain kinds of experience. It’s both
poetry and Poetry.
When people use the word “poetry” as a metaphor
-- when it’s Poetry -- they’re usually thinking about one
of two related concepts. First, they’re talking about
a kind of exemplary expression of a particular craft,
a sort of “art of the art.” So, for example, different
audiences might describe a performance by Cecilia
Bartoli or Tiger Woods or Ferran Adrià or Zakk Wylde
as “pure poetry.” Second, people tend to associate
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poets with outrageousness, rebellion, and the “deliberate disorientation of the senses,” as Rimbaud
puts it. This helps to explain why so many rock stars
(as opposed to country singers) get called “poets”; it
also helps explain why Keating asserts that his youthful encounters with Shelley’s verse were bacchanalia
in which “spirits soared, women swooned, and gods
were created!” Regardless, because so many readers
become used to thinking about the word “poetry” in
one of these metaphoric senses, they often come to
an actual poem expecting either to be awed by excellence or overwhelmed by the Raw Passion of It All.
And they’re usually disappointed. Neither of these
possibilities has much to do with the way most readers
respond to real, unmetaphorical poetry -- which is, after all, an art form and not a trope. While it’s true that
some aspects of poetry transcend the nuts and bolts
of technique, it’s equally true that many more do not.
Consequently, only rarely do lay readers experience
poems as a cross between an orgasm and a heart
attack; usually the response is closer to “What?” or
“Eh” or, at best, “Hm.” This doesn’t mean that other
reactions aren’t possible, but such reactions generally come (as with any other complex practice) from
learning what the hell is going on. And you don’t learn
what’s going on by kicking a soccer ball and shouting a quote from Shelley. You learn what’s going on in
poetry by reading carefully and devotedly, questioning
your own assumptions, and sticking with things even
when you’re confused or nervous. Then you can kick
the soccer ball.
This is where it’s useful to turn from Robin Williams to
another actor, Stephen Fry. Fry, who’s known in Britain
as a novelist, actor, commentator, and all-around
interesting dude (and in America as the guy who
sometimes collaborates with the guy from “House”),
has written a book with the cheerfully awful title, The
Ode Less Travelled: Unlocking the Poet Within, which
purports to teach all of us “how to have fun with the
modes and forms of poetry as they have developed
over the years.” Or to put it another way, this is J.
Evans Pritchard as rewritten by the man who played
the sublimely obtuse General Melchett in the “Blackadder” series; which is to say, this is something very
odd indeed.
It’s also oddly effective. The Ode Less Travelled is at
once idiosyncratic and thoroughly traditional -- it’s
filled with quips, quirks, and various Fryisms (sestinas are “a bitch to explain but a joy to make”), yet
still manages to be a smart, comprehensive guide to
prosody. The book is organized in three main sections
-- meter, rhyme, and form, with exercises suggested
for each -- and a smaller concluding section in which

Fry gives some general thoughts about contemporary
British poetry. It also has a practical, good-natured
glossary. (Sample entry: “Choliamb -- a kind of metrical substitution, usually with ternary feet replacing binary. Forget about it.”) The key to the book’s
success is its tone, which is joking, occasionally fussy,
sometimes distractingly cute, but always approachable. If Fry thinks the meter of a Keats couplet “can
safely be said to suck,” he’ll tell you so, and he’s more
than happy to admit when his own effort at a ghazal is
“rather a bastardly abortion.” As is to be expected in
any book taking on such a complicated subject, there
are a few minor errors. For instance, in a discussion of
hendecasyllabic lines (that is, lines that have eleven
syllables), Fry includes Frost’s “And like the flowers
beside them, chill and shiver” (count for yourself). But
such mistakes are negligible. On the whole, the book
is ideal for anyone who’s interested in learning more
about poetic forms but who doesn’t have an obsessive
assistant professor living next door.
So why does The Ode Less Travelled work when many
books with more responsible titles have failed? First,
Fry avoids the poetry-as-metaphor trap. He does so
by acknowledging upfront what anyone who’s ever
taught poetry to a nonspecialist audience will recognize as “the fear.” This is, in Fry’s words, the general
reader’s sense that poetry lies in inaccessible marshland: no pathways, no signposts, just the skeletons
of long-dead poets poking through the bog and the
unedifying sight of living ones floundering about in
apparent confusion and mutual enmity. Behind it all,
the dread memory of classrooms swollen into resentful
silence while the English teacher invites us to “respond” to a poem.

Rather than pull a Keating, and attempt to turn poetry
into a Doors concert circa 1969, Fry’s goal is to demystify the art without deadening it, to make it seem
as open to the interested amateur as “carpentry and
bridge and wine and knitting and brass-rubbing and
line-dancing and the hundreds of other activities that
enrich and enliven the daily toil of getting and spending.” This attitude may annoy certain segments of the
American poetry world, to which one can only say,
good.
Second, the book works because it gives us a strong
perspective without sounding pinched or dogmatic.
Fry is a stickler for form: He believes you don’t really
understand poetry unless you understand at least
some of the history of English verse technique. But if
he’s in favor of form, he’s also “far from contemptuous of Modernism and free verse, the experimental
and the avant-garde or of the poetry of the streets.”
It’s also to Fry’s credit that alongside the sonnet and
quatrain, you’ll find the Japanese senryu, the Filipino
Tanaga and the Vietnamese luc bát. In the end, what
comes through most vividly in The Ode Less Travelled,
and what makes it work so well for the amateur, is
Fry’s belief that “poetry, like cooking, derives from
love, an absolute love for the particularity and grain
of ingredients.” Here he’s unconsciously echoing John
Dewey, who argued that “craftsmanship...must be
loving” and that the form of art “unites the very same
relation of doing and undoing, outgoing and incoming
energy, that makes an experience to be an experience.” Poetry, then, isn’t a symbol for a type of behavior; it’s an experience on its own -- and the reader who
is properly taught (by Stephen Fry, maybe) won’t need
to stand on his desk to know it.

”
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Notes on telling it slant
by JILL BIALOSKY, author of The Players

Tell all the truth but tell it slant —
Success in Circuit lies
Too bright for our infirm Delight
The Truth’s superb surprise
As Lightning to the Children eased
With explanation kind
The Truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind —
~Emily Dickinson
“Tell all the truth but tell it slant.” What does this
mean? And how can it be of use in writing a poem?
In “Tell all the truth but tell it slant,” Dickinson advocates a circuitous method. To get to the essence of
what the poem wants to reveal, but doesn’t know yet,
go slowly. Take a meandering course. Wind along one
road and then perhaps another. “Truth must dazzle
gradually,” she warns, otherwise the reader will be
blind to it.
I’m fascinated by Dickinson’s double-edged use of
“lie” in the line “Success in Circuit lies.” She implies
that success lies in circuity and perhaps too that
success -- revealing truth -- may be found in lies. Is
Dickinson telling us that it is okay to lie in poetry? Or
do we lie to reveal the truth?
A poet approaches the central subject of her poem
while also moving away from it, circling the subject
and thereby simultaneously revealing and redirecting our focus. We can let our mind dwell
on something else for a while because if the
poem is successful, if it strikes “as Lightning” it will be imbued with the thing
itself it signifies -- “The Truth’s superb
surprise.”
The essence of poetry is not the
thing itself, but the unique
stance -- the surprise
relationship, suddenly
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come to
life. Poetry’s
eye is always
slightly off course,
slanted. Obliqueness allows the mind to
think of something else,
something unguessed, or not
suggested or expected. This
does not mean a poem should be
unclear or impenetrable. How do we
tell the truth slant? There are many ways.
Some poets adopt personas. Others create a
narrative, a story from which we find a turn we
did not expect. It can come to life in a poetic form,
a Villanelle for example, where one leads to a surprising second turn. Here I am thinking of Elizabeth
Bishop’s masterful “One Art.” As we create a fictional
world in a poem, our own relationship, insights, ideas
are also imbued into this “fiction” and it is through
this process that a truth we did not know or guessed
comes into focus. Recently, I listened to a fiction
writer explain how he found the voice for a character.
He said that he imbued the character with both the
inner life of his mother and an aunt and somehow this
intimacy gave him a voice. “Tell all the truth but tell it
slant,” Dickinson advocates.
This process of locating the reader in more than one
place, the “slant” view, the unexpected relationship, is a means by which the poet, and therefore her
reader, gains access to knowledge that is greater than
what is directly expressed in a poem.
I employed this method in many poems in The
Players. Let’s take “The Girls,” a poem that takes
as its subject a chorus of girls, watching a baseball
game. In the poem, I set out to explore what I might
discover. What “the girls” would reveal to me that I
did not know. Choosing a collective voice allowed for
distance. I did not have specific girls in mind when I
began the poem. Instead I channeled my own perceptions, my own memories, of being a girl and being a “spectator” to the world of “boyhood” into an
imagined scene. Watching boys play baseball was an
interesting canvas, or playfield, to explore gender. I
wanted to convey the eroticism and privilege of such
an act of witness. In essence, I wanted to become
a spectator, and from this fictional stance the poem

took its own course and surprised me as it neared its
endpoint. What I discovered, that I did not know, was
that the girls held more if not equal power over the
boys.
Like fiction, good poems distort the truth, rearrange it,
reconfigure it, until the thing
itself has morphed into something else. A poem can rely on
memory or it can re-create a
memory or distort it. How is this
accomplished? By subverting
expectations, by giving us what
we don’t yet know we need or
expect. We should never know
L E A R N MO RE
the outcome of a poem; it is only
through writing that we discover
it. It cannot be just about the thing in itself. It must be
about the discovery and its relationship to the poet
and hence the reader. Robert Frost said “No tears in
the writer, no tears in the reader. No surprise in the
writer, no surprise in the reader.”

The Girls
The day the boys played us
it was not in our beds
or in the backseat
of a car or in a field
on a blanket.
They played us
with the magnificence
of their bodies.
They did not know
that when we watched
them make a play with skill
and grace like chess masters
advancing pieces
on a board—silent
guardians of their own
sacred positions—
they had us.
Their bodies
were like fortresses,
their minds
half-barred windows.
They played us with intensity.
They played us
eager and as they played us
we knew we were different.
What we liked most
was their strength,
the throbbing
muscles in their necks,
the way their callused
hands gripped
the bat, ready to bear down,
ready to get some.
They did not know
it was enough
to find us with their eyes
across the field
behind the gated fence
when the air smelled
of manure and rotting grass
when we did not yet
know we wanted them.
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don’t
let your poetry
be too easy
to parse

by MARY JO BANG, author of The Last Two Seconds: Poems

Some think of poetic writing as the equivalent of
pulling the plug at the bottom of an ever-filling wash
tub to prevent the water from spilling over and doing
great damage to the surrounding floor, walls, and/or
woodwork.

I think it’s more useful to think of
writing as time -- which if undiluted
can be oppressive.
Both of these ways of thinking demonstrate that water is not without value but add too much over time
and it becomes more and more difficult to handle,
like an unregulated dam. Or think of Adam and Eve
one evening speaking to their squabbling boys,
bullying Cain and thoughtful Abel, both in the bathtub together: “Do try to keep your head above
water, Abel!” Perhaps now you can see what I mean
by damage.
For me, poetry as plain-speak (two too-truthful handholding false-friends) is often too easy to parse, and
only if it’s not is it poetry to my mind. I want it, in
spite of its neutrality, to be both unique and universal; the complex soft-egg laying offspring of an
eel-like form of sampling, a prime example of which
is Moore’s “less is more” imaginary garden where a
continuous amphibian wedding goes on and on, often
on moonlit nights. There, a land-based fanfare-ta-da
vows to marry a big to-do that is equally comfortably
ensconced in a shallow pond or hopping around on
leaves of green grass. Sadly, today, divorce is quite
common.
The writing advice most useful to me will not necessarily be useful to you. Your Adam and my Eve are not
in the same story. That’s the key, is it not? One has
to go further back in time and construct a labyrinth;
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cast a minotaur; costume
Ariadne, a versatile Snake
Goddess from Minoan
Crete whose Greek name
means utterly pure (remind
you of anyone?); find Theseus, hatch a plan, procure an
enormous ball of twine; then
find your way in and out again.
Meanwhile, you must avoid reducing your ideas/
words/feelings to the over-obvious. Or, if you feel
compelled to use the over-obvious, it helps to create a suggestion of subtext, ideally one both digressive and subversive. I suggest building a triple-tier
structure starting sometimes with a word, sometimes
with an idea, sometimes with feelings, sometimes
with reality, sometimes with analogy, sometimes with
allegory, sometimes with music, sometimes with forgetfulness, sometimes with memory, sometimes with
a campfire, sometimes with a bonfire, sometimes with
a forest fire, sometimes with a match, sometimes with
a pail of water or bucket of sand to put out the fire
while Smokey the Bear sits or stands holding a basket
and asking, “Were did I fail?” During the entire production, you should remain safely off site or at least in
the wings.
All of this is to say: Choose what suits you but I think
a suit works best when it’s a convertible second skin
that fits only you. To be more specific: hold back from
the audience anything about your so-called real life
unless you are prepared to make them forget the
fact of your existence and pretend they are watching a play or reading a book. I write what I’ve come
to think of as playets composed for those on the
ground floor, all of whom have depth and also appreciate heraldic rook castling, partridges, and pear

trees. In a room where Keats’s “burning forehead” and someone costumed as Breton’s
Convulsing Beauty are eyeing one another in the near-dark, I strike a match and watch
as they turn into each other and discuss Grecian urns. That’s where I die a little death.
I am fully aware that after I’m gone, someone else will or will not defend my decisions
and miss my meaning. I’ll be elsewhere -- embodying ash and trying to maintain my
balance in a vanishing airship navigating a bumpy air current (a perilous enterprise). In
the last tracking shot, two gravediggers will still be examining a skull that looks like a
misshapen pearl. You, they, and I know a clown can be funny or frightening. Sometimes
I’m sad about the fact of my forthcoming demise. Miserable even. Who isn’t? To leave
still wearing red, thinking, “I loved you ever.” Personally, I believe that that dread long
ago led both Sappho and Byron to pose as Diana and Don Juan and metrically pattern
their poems.
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make the pen dance
by DANIEL LADINSKY, author of Darling, I Love You

I have spent time over the last couple of years working
on a little book called The Physics of Creativity. What
follows are new thoughts I will add in.
I believe there is a source of creativity -- a root from
which every god takes birth -- a well in which some
can lower a bucket and draw out gobs of wonderful
poems, great plays or novels, wild and sweet tunes, a
grand opera, and fantastic various ideas.
That well may exist in the Buddha’s belly, or in some
sacred regions of the firmament and earth; or in every
square inch of form and space that some see and embrace in rare moments of clarity. I could envision Carl
Jung saying: Creativity is inherent in opening a door
of the collective unconscious.
For myself, some dreams and visions I have had have
been the height of my experience of living, and the
impetus of my writing thousands of poems.
Anyone who seriously studies the life of Rilke,
Michelangelo, Rumi, or Hafiz would know
that each of them clearly credits his
creativity and genius to that source. If you

were to sit down with any of them over some fine wine
or Jack Daniels and play a little game that I play with
others called “Ask Anything,” and could query them
how you might in some ways achieve what they did,
I could imagine Hafiz saying -- if all the kids were in
bed, and thus no-holds-barred -- yes, I could imagine
Hafiz giving ya the straightforward lowdown which
would be:

Get some gold dust sprinkled
on your ass from a Mountain.
The Mountain being some great teacher or saint. Both
Rumi’s and Hafiz’s lives were deeply entwined with
such.
I once responded to the question in the introduction
to my book, The Purity of Desire,100 Poems of Rumi,
thus:
When Daniel was asked a reason for his
accomplishments and if he had any advice for
other artists, he quoted a line from an old
Broadway musical that went:
You gotta have heart, miles and miles and
miles of heart.
Hafiz, the 14th-century Persian poet, is the one whom
I have worked with the most amongst the several
great poet-saints East and West. There is a story about
him I would like to expound upon, that I feel is an
ingredient in regards to the physics of creativity. That
story goes:
The Writer’s Guide to Poetry
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Once a young woman said to Hafiz,
“What is the sign of someone who knows
God?’
And Hafiz became very quiet and looked
deep into the young woman’s eyes, then
replied,
“My dear, they have dropped the knife.
The person who knows God has dropped
the cruel knife, that most so often use upon
their tender self and others.”
I think the creative mind loses some of its radar’s ability to detect and snag vital comets of inspiration when
one is unkind or selfish. Those comets can set fire to
a whole page or day. And the knife, when used upon
another or oneself (even in ways like a demeaning
glance) impedes a metaphysical needed process -- of
backing you, betting you are going to win. And sticking a cattle prod in your ribs that translates into -- hey
baby no writer’s block.

an instrument with your soul, or excitedly talk about
a project, the universe applauds. You bless the planet
and all near when you are happy. Enthusiasm emits a
fragrance we need. Adore what you can on this altar
of miraculous existence, even during a dark night.
Everything Is a Magic Lamp
If You Just Know How to Rub It
The above is another title I am working on. In other
words…it’s how to milk the genie. I think every decent
poem and song gives hints. And the tenderness of
love is full of wisdom too. Act upon your own best advice. Find a prayer or meditation that works. Become
so quiet you hear the moon singing clues to every
puzzle.
Don’t let sadness ferment you for long, let ecstasy
share in your becoming so perfectly ripe your talents
fall from a branch in heaven. Infinite wealth rides in
your pocket. And God is attached to a kite string you
hold.

The more an artist can understand and live the purity
of desire, break out of the confines of any morals,
rules, and conventions that cripple and inhibit, to the
greater extent one can defy gravity; the more one
can boogie with and taste the sky -- lasso something
brilliant in an illumined realm, and bring it back to the
earth for others to feast upon.
And what can I offer to the thousands who are writing
verse, songs, novels, and plays every hour somewhere
in this world, but whose names may never be spoken
by many? Darlings, may I say: The creation of art is a
salvation in itself. When you make the pen dance, play
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since
feeling is first

by BILLY MERRELL, author of Vanilla

The poem must resist the intelligence
Almost successfully.
~Wallace Stevens
There is a reason why poets’ favorite definitions of
their art are more likely to be ars poetica than to
come from a dictionary. It isn’t that we are evasive,
but that poetry’s true nature is. Definitions are limiting by design, while poetry itself resists -- leaping its
boundaries, borderless, striving to be transcendent.
Poets aim to say the unsayable -- a literal impossibility. And that is why when they achieve it, it is a
miracle every time. The best poems can’t be summarized or paraphrased, not truly. Because what
they articulate is not set linguistic meaning but fluid
and documented consciousness, the experience of
thought, not the thought itself.
Language is a poet’s medium, and it has its own
unique properties -- of which straightforward communication is but one. More than any other medium,
language is able to guide a reader through the changing landscape of the human mind, sometimes leading from behind, sometimes pulling a reader by the
ear or running far ahead like a white rabbit. If poetic
language is elusive or opaque, it is because thoughts
sometimes are. And like a single thought, shifting,
never at rest, a single line in a poem can mean something different each time it is read, or by each separate reader who encounters it.
So how does one aim to say the unsayable? The
beginning poet must learn to improvise, to hunt
literary invention through trial and error, often only
recognizing their successes upon rereading. Poets use
the medium of language more like a painter or a jazz
musician than a journalist or scriptwriter, prioritizing
daring and self-trust over “getting it right.”
There are, of course, very talented writers who have
more than an inkling of where a piece is meant to go
before they begin writing. Novelists or screenwriters
might come up with an ending long before they name
their characters or set their first scene. Essayists might
have a point they are trying to make.

Memoirists
might choose
which lens through
which to reexamine
their lives. But if you
have a polemic or plot in
mind, chances are it isn’t poetry you’re
writing. And unlike those writers, poets do not have
set conventions they follow as a means of gauging a
work’s value. Quite the opposite! In the upside-down
world of poetry, writers often work against formal
convention, using it when it is useful, and disregarding it otherwise -- gauging successes by inventions
rather than conventions.
As with any art, practice and patience are key. That is
why many aspiring writers are advised to write every
day, even if only briefly. Reading the great works of
the past, reverse engineering rhetorical devices, understanding each of the many tools available to writers -- these are all crucial. But none of them matter if
a poet is unable to write freely from the mind on the
fortunate day when inspiration strikes.
A beginning poet might have an idea and write
toward it, saving what inspired them for the very last
line or image. A seasoned poet who has made that
mistake before knows to lead with it, to begin by
divulging their most luring secrets (even if in revision
the poem takes on a different order). A reader can
sense when a speaker is holding back. What’s worse,
though, is when the poet stops mid-poem, unable to
ride that single spark of interest all the way through,
losing their train of thought. Sincere epiphanies
are felt, after all, not reasoned through. That same
inspiration, if set down to start, might have gathered
momentum along the way, building upon itself the
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way an ice crystal in the atmosphere gathers others as it falls, becoming a snowflake.
The music or metaphor or quirk of jargon that first amuses a poet enough to write is
certainly important, but for a poem to coalesce and transcend, the poet must free dive
off of inspiration and deep into themself, forgetting there is an outside world awaiting
their return.
Over time, a poet becomes comfortable with their own thoughts in that way, and the
many wild leaps a mind makes in free fall. If one is comfortable enough, they learn to
set those thoughts down in an inexacting way, free-associating at will, eventually trusting what is aggregate and impure as well as what is direct. Poetry is at its best an exultant act of defiant self-discovery. And so the practiced poet becomes a daredevil, able
to blow their own mind at will, and tell it.

TO READ MORE
GREAT ARTICLES
ON WRITING,
VISIT
.com
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